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Abstract
The evolutionary model presented in this paper depicts an industrial sector with a varying degree of economic roundaboutness, i.e. vertical division of labour between producers and users of different types of intermediate products that are ultimately used for the production of a single final product. To include this vertical aspect of industrial dynamics, the model adds the concept of production trees to the evolutionary models of Schumpeterian competition. The specification of this concept suggests the use of the notions of graph theory and the related algorithms of computer science in the treatment of industrial novelty, including structural innovations. Although the model is developed within the Nelson and Winter tradition, the introduction of the 'Austrian' issue of roundaboutness implies a major extension of the research agenda, including production-structure innovations, the emergence and functioning of markets for intermediate products, ways of coping with the instability of upstream markets, the spread of the effects of an upstream innovation, and the measurement of the degree of roundaboutness and of overall productivity. The model reflects a Schumpeterian version of the Böhm-Bawerkian vision of the emergence of increased long-term roundaboutness of production. The Schumpeterian approach implies an innovation- and entrepreneur-driven process of vertical disintegration and reintegration.
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1. Introduction

Because of its pioneering status and its relative simplicity, the model of horizontal Schumpeterian competition developed by Nelson and Winter (1982, chs. 12-14) has obtained a prominent role in defining what evolutionary economics is about. From this model we know that economic evolution can be depicted as a process in which firms follow rules or procedures that can occasionally be mutated or adapted. We also know that an important example of economic evolution takes place within an industry (or a one-sector economy) where new process techniques are introduced and imitated. These and other aspects of the Nelson and Winter model have to some extent defined a ‘paradigm’ for further research on the conditions of R&D as a determinant of industrial concentration, dynamic competition in alternative technological regimes, the relationship between innovators and imitators, etc. A variant of the Nelson and Winter model (1982, ch. 9) has also had some influence in promoting evolutionary growth theory.

The model proposed in the present paper suggests a much more vertical definition of the tasks of evolutionary economics. Although it is deliberately held as close as possible to Nelson and Winter, the present model of a sector with a varying degree of roundaboutness of production points towards a major extension of the evolutionary research agenda. The model emphasises that evolution concerns large sets of rules and procedures whose mutation or adaptation leaves plenty of room for coevolutionary specialisation of firms. Such a process can, however, only to a limited extent take place within an individual industry (or in a one-sector economy). Instead it promotes a complex and fluctuating division of labour between firms. In the evolution of such an economic system, vertical cooperation between users and producers of intermediate products is just as important as horizontal competition between producers of the same product. Further issues emerging from the model are production-structure innovations, creation and functioning of markets for intermediate products, ways of coping with the instability of upstream markets, and measurement of the degree of roundaboutness and of overall productivity.

The specification of the vertical parts of the model draws eclectically on many sources. One of the first is Schumpeter who developed his own theory in a confrontation not only with Walras general equilibrium system but also with Böhm-Bawerk’s theory of roundabout methods of production as a partial explanation of the positive interest on capital. Unfortunately, Böhm-Bawerk’s (1913) massive attack on Schumpeter’s theory made it impossible to make an immediate development of the vertical, Böhm-Bawerk like dimension of the Schumpeterian approach. It was instead Young (1928) and Stigler (1951) who brought together the themes of increasing returns, division of labour and roundabout methods of production. But they did so in a non-Schumpeterian way...
by considering gradually emerging increasing returns to production rather than increasing returns to discrete innovations. More direct inspiration has been drawn from Gerybadze (1982, chs. 3 and 5) who turned the Nelson and Winter model towards the modelling of product development and the interaction between two vertically linked industries. Similarly, Chiaromonte and Dosi (1993) developed a two-sector evolutionary model based on the Nelson and Winter model. But still we find in Gerybadze, Chiaromonte, Dosi and others no real treatment of the evolution of economic roundaboutness and the related externalities. These themes are still mainly touched upon in relation to Young and Stigler, for instance by new institutional economics (e.g. Langlois and Robertson, 1995), new growth theory (from Romer, 1986 and onwards) and new classical microeconomics (e.g. Yang and Ng, 1993).

The apparent inability of the Nelson and Winter tradition to respond to these challenges is somewhat surprising since the Nelson and Winter model applied both these increasing returns and externalities. It operates with increasing returns since the probabilistic costs of an innovation are given once and for all while there are no extra costs involved in its broader or narrower application of an innovation. It operates with external economies since an innovation can be imitated with very low probabilistic costs. But the Nelson and Winter model seems to be so closely bound to the concept of an industry or a sector with homogeneous inputs and a homogeneous output that e.g. the idea of the increasing interfirm division of labour in the upstream of a growing market is very difficult to cope with. The present model tries to remedy this situation primarily by means of the concept of a production tree. Based on this concept, it is possible to model a production system that is characterised by an evolving technical and economic division of labour. Technical division of labour is the splitting up of a production task in two or more subtasks. Economic division of labour is the distribution between firms of two or more subtasks. While the former may include both intrafirm and interfirm specialisation, the latter only treats interfirm specialisation.

The model is presented in a roundabout way. In section 2 the concept of production trees is presented informally. The intuition about production trees is formalised in section 3, which applies the terms of graph theory and the related algorithms of computer science. In this context it becomes obvious that we are able to handle different kinds of novelty, including process and product innovation in relation to a given production tree as well as the structural transformation of production trees. Given these ways of representing production trees and their transformation, the task of section 4 is to introduce them into the framework of a Nelson and Winter like model. The resulting vertical model of Schumpeterian competition suggests several important areas of analysis – including vertical disintegration as a way in which the effects of innovation can be spread throughout an industrial sector, but also a method that involves serious
coordination problems. Section 5 deals with the many ways of measuring the roundaboutness of production, and the hypotheses that these measures can help to formulate.

2. Production trees as nested hierarchies of tasks

The evolution of the division of labour can most easily be described in terms of human problem solving (in relation to figure 1). Think of a Robinson Crusoe placed in a virgin forest and in need of one cubic metre of firewood (and other necessities which are not depicted in figure 1). One method is to break small branches off the trees by hand. In this way the task is solved through a single activity (activity 1). Another method involves a decomposition of the task into two subtasks: first a stone axe is produced (activity 2), then it is used in wood chopping (activity 1). An improvement of the method involves the specification of axe maintenance – e.g. axe grinding (activity 3). Further improvements can both take place within each of the three activities and by adding further activities to the system of production (possibilities are marked by small, open-ended branches).

![Figure 1](image-url)  
**Figure 1.** An initial production tree with potential extensions.

The example of producing a cubic metre of wood is taken from Böhm-Bawerk (1921, 113 f.) who extends it into modern times by pointing out that a much more complex method is necessary if wood cutting is to be done with the help of a steel axe: iron ore as well as fuel and tools for iron smelting must be provided; then comes the smelting and improvement of the iron, and the forming, hafting and sharpening of the axe; finally, the axe can be used (and maintained) by forest workers. The steel axe method can easily be made more complex since each of the processes of axe making can be further subdivided. For instance, special machines can be made for mining, steel works, tool making, sharpening of axes, etc.

Böhm-Bawerk follows other Austrian economists by starting from the task specified by the end user. This ‘Austrian’ approach is designed to cut across the dividing lines of firms and professions dealing with wood cutting, grind stone production, axe handle
making, axe head forging, steel making, mining, etc. It does so by defining a tree-like structure of tasks (a nested hierarchy of tasks) that shows how each subtask directly or indirectly contribute to the basic task. In the case of firewood, the end task may be cooking of food in household production (level 0). This can be seen as the root of a production tree that depicts labour activities and their intermediate inputs; natural inputs are not depicted (see figure 2).

The root is connected to the tree’s first node (the activity of wood cutting) through a branch that specifies the product (definitions of one cubic metre of firewood). Activity 1 (level 1) is connected to two other activities (level 2 with axe provision and axe maintenance). Level 3 of the production tree is defined by the needs of the activities of level 2. Activity 3 only needs one input (grinding stones) while activity 2 needs two inputs (axe heads of steel and axe shafts of wood). Both activity 5 and 6 (shaft making and grindstone-making) as supposed to be performed by labour and natural resources alone while activity 4 (steel-axe-head making) needs steel and the tools of a blacksmith. Level 4 consists of the activities solving these tasks (steel making and tool making). These activities have not been decomposed in figure 2.

![Figure 2. An extended production tree.](image)

The existence of the complex activity of steel production at level 4 clearly indicates that the production tree does not include all the possibilities of decomposing the task of wood cutting. On the contrary, even less complex subtasks can be further divided into sub-subtasks, and this process can continue recursively. However, if basic technology, management strategy (e.g. crafts organisation or Taylorism), and scale of production are more or less given, managers will operate as if they were able to define primitive subtasks.
This viewpoint is driven to the extreme by Taylor (1911, 39) who also applies the concept of tasks. He states: ‘Perhaps the most prominent single element in modern scientific management is the task idea’. However, Taylor narrows down the concept by defining that ‘a task specifies not only what is to be done but how it is to be done and the exact time allowed for doing it.’ Such a short-term definition makes the concept of tasks irrelevant in an evolutionary context. In the present paper a task simply defines ‘what is to be done’, e.g. an intermediate product with a certain function for the user. The questions of ‘how it is to be done’ and ‘the exact time allowed for doing it’ is fixed for a given firm in a given period. But the firm is always looking for better ways of doing its main task and for a new and more profitable main task.

The open-ended definition of tasks becomes especially important when we turn from technical to economic division of labour (see figure 3). To the consumer the important thing is the price and quality of firewood, and not (normally) the methods by which it is produced. This means that the producer is free to decide how the task is to be solved. At a certain point of time (probably a hundred years ago), the firewood producer has decided to cover axe maintenance and grindstone production while axes are bought from axe producers. In their turn, axe producers decides to make shafts, axe heads and even special tools, while steel is bought from steel producers.

![Figure 3](image-url)

**Figure 3.** Example of a simple production/industry tree.

The situation depicted in figure 3 is obviously not fixed in the long run. If there is sufficient demand, all three groups of producers will be able to diminish the scope of their activities and instead formulate tasks for their emerging suppliers. These new suppliers will, in their turn, tend to subdivide the tasks that they are facing. In this way
the process can go on until the diminishing sizes of the submarkets exclude any further technical and economic division of labour. This account for the process is really an application of Adam Smith’s famous theorem ‘that the division of labour is limited by the extent of the market’. It is a repetition of Stigler’s (1951, 189) hypothesis ‘that vertical disintegration is the typical development in growing industries, vertical integration in declining industries.’

The Stigler hypothesis can be criticised from several viewpoints, but a basic issue is whether the production tree is really representing the most important aspects of interdependent production. As is well known from input-output analysis, key sectors like steel making is supplying many economic activities – in the present case potentially the production of rotating grinding stones and axe-making tools as well as axe head production. If we emphasise this aspect of production, the production tree will become transformed into a production network with much more complex interdependencies than has hitherto been discussed.

Another problem can be seen if we compare the decomposition of tasks emerging around the stone-axe-based production of figure 1 and the steel-axe-based production of figure 2. Although the upper levels of the trees look like each other, we are largely facing two different trees. In other words, there is an element of ‘creative destruction’ in the transformation from one cutting technology to another. This fact has especially been emphasised by Schumpeter (1934, 216) who said: ‘Our question is: does this whole development which we have been describing proceed in unbroken continuity, is it similar to the gradual organic growth of a tree? Experience answers in the negative. It is a fact that the economic system does not move along continually and smoothly.’

In the Schumpeterian vein, Langlois and Robertson (1995) have argued that the Stigler hypothesis is only covering relatively limited experiences like the initial, product-innovation-oriented phase of automobile production. The really important transformation of the production tree in order to support mass production presupposed a high degree of standardisation and integration.

These problems for naive versions of production trees should not lead to an abandonment of them. They are well-suited for a first analysis of the evolving structure of production in terms of an open-ended human problem solving (à la Simon, 1981). They are also useful in showing that firms and industries are not fixed entities with well-defined tasks but are instead characterised with a varying and evolving portfolio of activities. Finally, production trees are useful in promoting the development of models that show how interfirm division of labour can be an important method for spreading the benefits of innovations across the economic system. When these issues have been explored, the different complications can be dealt with.
3. Formal representation of evolving production trees

To be able to handle production trees effectively, we need a more formal treatment of them. There is only a short step from the production tree of e.g. figure 2 to a more formal treatment. The figure can simply be considered as a picture of a set-theoretic graph which consists of a set of nine nodes, {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}, and a set of eight branches that connects some of the nodes, {(0,1), (1,2), (1,3), (2,4), (2,5), (3,6), (4,7), (4,8)}. This particular graph is also an oriented tree since there is a unique root (node 0), since all nodes are connected by branches, and since there are no cycles in the graph.

The graph is, furthermore, a binary tree since each node has at most one downgoing and two upgoing branches. In other words, each product is produced by means of zero, one or two intermediate products (however, the root node has exactly one upgoing branch). The nodes connected by a given node by upgoing branches are often called its descendants while the node connected by a downgoing branch is called its predecessor. The nodes of a binary tree are ordered in levels (distances from the root), and the left descendant of a node is distinguished from the right one. Therefore, any activity and product can be described unambiguously: e.g. activity 8 in figure 2 is described from the root upwards as right, left, left, right (or RLLR). With a string of 10 characters, more than a thousand different nodes can be named (e.g. RLLR - - - - - and RLLRLLLLLL). With a string of 20 characters, more than a million different nodes can be named. The nomenclature is illustrated by figure 4 (below). This figure includes, however, an extension which will be explained later.

Binary trees are examples of a much larger class of ordered trees (cf. Knuth, 1973, 305-422). In such trees the branches are numbered from left to right; if the leftmost branch of any node is called ‘1’, activity 8 in figure 2 can be described as 2,1,1,2. The application of general ordered trees allows the treatment of cases where the number of upgoing branches differ radically between the different nodes. For instance, a large number of upgoing branches may be related to the root (household use) while other nodes have fewer upgoing branches. In this case the production tree takes the visual form of a production bush. For the subtrees of the bush it is convenient to assume that they take the form of n-ary trees, i.e. trees where each node has at most n upgoing branches. A unary tree, or a production chain, is a tree in which all nodes have zero or one upgoing branches. Binary trees represent the simplest non-linear production structure, and they are obviously serving graphical and computational convenience rather than economic realism.

If we have defined a ‘mother tree’, we can describe the specialisation of a firm (cf. figure 3) in two ways. First, we can describe the specialisation by the intrafirm nodes and branches. For instance, an axe producer of figure 3 is defined by the set of nodes: {2, 4,
5, 8}, and the set of branches: {(2,4), (2,5), (4,8)}. In relation to the mother tree, it is obvious that the output of the firm is (1,2) and the input is (4,7). Second, the specialisation can be described by interfirm relationships in terms of output and input (e.g. (1,2) and (4,7)). Given the method of production depicted by the mother tree, the intrafirm activities and relationships can be found immediately. This is illustrated by figure 4 which – apart from a small change – corresponds to figure 3.

Figure 4. Firm production trees - latent parts are not shown. (There is a matching problem between two of the firms.)

Figure 4 demonstrates a division of labour between a household and three firms. The household buys product R which is sold by firm 1. Firm 2 buys product RLLL which is sold by firm 3. But there is a matching problem between firm 2 and firm 1. Firm 2 sells product RL (e.g. shafted axes) while firm 1 buys product RLL (e.g. axe heads). This problem can be solved in several ways. First, firms 1-3 are not the sole firms in the economic system. Firm 4 might provide firm 1 with product RLL. Second, the model of the firm may be changed so that it is allowed to sell multiple products. In this case it can produce product RLL for sales as well as for its own use. Third, and most interesting, firm 2 may induce firm 1 to give up its activities RLR and RL (shaft production and
shafting of axes). This revision of the division of labour can in the main be decided on
the basis of productivities and prices, but there is an element of persuasion since the use
of the market instead of intrafirm production implies several uncertainties.

The nodes and the branches of production trees are normally weighted. Nodes are
weighted by the quantity of labour needed for producing one unit of the output of the
activity. This means that \( a_{ijt} \) units of labour are necessary in period \( t \) for firm \( i \)
production of one unit of \( j \) (an intrafirm intermediate product or a marketed output).
Branches are weighted by the ‘quality’ of the product, i.e. by the quantity of the
intermediate product needed by the receiving node for producing one unit of its output.
To be more specific, \( b_{ijt} \) units of product \( j \) of firm \( i \) are necessary for the user’s
production of one unit of its own output in period \( t \). In the simplest case the weights of
all branches are 1, i.e. one unit of each of the intermediate products in the tree is needed
for producing one unit of final output.

We are now ready to describe changes in production tree. Each firm is characterised by
an initial production tree (like figure 2) with related weights of nodes and branches. In
each period the firm makes its production and its specialisation decisions in relation to
this production tree. However, the firm is also performing a systematic search (R&D) in
order to improve its production tree. The results of search activities are related to the
effort of the firm in a probabilistic way (like in the Nelson and Winter models). An
innovative success of a firm is distributed probabilistically across the activities
represented by its production tree.

Three things can happen because of an innovative success: a process innovation, a
product innovation and a structural innovation. A process innovation decreases the
quantity of labour needed to produce a unit of output of the activity, i.e. \( a_{ij,t+1} > a_{ijt} \). A
product innovation decreases the quantity of the product needed to produce a unit of
output of the using activity, i.e. \( b_{ij,t+1} > b_{ijt} \). This kind of innovation has more
repercussions than the former since it reduces the necessary labour not only of the
producing activity but also of all the direct and indirect descendants of the activity
higher up in the tree. A structural innovation is either creative or ‘destructive’, i.e. it
adds or substitutes branches and nodes.

Structural innovations are more complex than the other kinds of innovation. A creative
structural innovation can only concern a node with zero or one upgoing branches. The
innovation means that the existing node \( (j) \) becomes connected to a new node \( (k) \) by
a new branch. At the same time the quantity of labour necessary to produce one unit of
output is e.g. shared equally between the two activities: \( a_{ij,t+1} = a_{ik,t+1} = a_{ijt}/2 \). A
‘destructive’ structural innovation introduces a new node \( (j') \) that substitutes another
node \( (j) \) as the supplier of a using node \( (k) \). To be successful the new node must have
lower aggregate labour costs and/or higher quality seen from the viewpoint of the using node.

When a firm has made an innovation, it has to decide how to react. The first possibility is to abandon the innovation because it is considered inferior when compared to the given technology of the firm. The second possibility is to apply the innovation within the firm’s given set of activities. The third possibility is to change the specialisation of the firm in order to concentrate its productive capacity in exploiting the innovation. To be successful, the third strategy presupposes that other firms make a complementary specialisation so that they are able to buy the product offered by the innovative firm.

To summarise the account for the evolution of binary production trees, it is helpful to see how figures 1-3 are related to each other. First, it should be noted that the basic characteristics of new products and activities are solely determined by their place in the binary tree (which we shall again describe according to the left-right nomenclature). This means that if an activity RL exists (see figure 1), then a newly invented activity RLL can deliver an intermediate product which can serve the RL activity. If yet another structural innovation leads to the product RLLR, then this product indirectly serves RL production.

![Figure 5. A binary production tree with an alternative subtree.](image)

According to the Böhm-Bawerkian interpretation, figure 1 represents stone-axe-based wood cutting. As the tree is drawn, this gives no problems for activity RLR (shaft production) and activity RRR (grindstone production). However, the activities supporting activity RLL (axe head production) are influenced by the character of the type of axe heads. In the case of stone axes, RLLL might be the mining of flint stone and RLLR might be tools for flint axe production. To move to figure 2 interpreted as steel-
axe-based production, we first need a ‘destructive’ structural innovation that transforms RLL (axe heads of stone) into RLL’ (axe heads of steel). The latter product cannot be served by the same products like before; e.g. we need RLL'L (steel production) rather than RLLL. This shows that to combine figure 1 and 2, we need to think in terms of a binary tree with alternatives like in figure 5. Here the novel steel-axe-head production is marked by thickly drawn branches that is directed to the left as is the original stone-axe-head production.

According to the example of wood cutting, activity RLL'L is representing steel production which is normally considered to be a key sector in the system of production. From the viewpoint of input-output tables, this means that steel production delivers its product(s) to a large number of customers. This kind of steel production is not conceivable as an appendix to wood cutting. The problem is how to represent such key sectors without removing the advantages of formal production trees. One possibility can be applied in large-scale studies which deal with what was earlier called a production bush, i.e. multiple production trees that are all rooted in final consumption. Key sectors can here be defined as general-purpose elements of the multiple trees. For instance, we can define product RLL' as the same in all the trees. This means that the subtrees defined by RLL' is also the same in all the trees. Firms specialising in RLL' are thus able to supply all firms which to a smaller or larger degree needs RLL'. Another treatment of key sectors makes use of production externalities in the following sense: An innovation concerning RLL' influences not only the productivity or quality of RLL' production but also the productivity or quality in other parts of the production tree (and in other parts of the production bush). Firms are supposed to organise in a way which internalises parts of this externality. For instance, steel firms are supposed to take into account the externalities between different kinds of special steel.

4. Production trees in a Nelson and Winter like model

The ideas and formalisms presented in sections 2-3 can be introduced in a Nelson and Winter like model. Before we do so it is convenient to give a short summary of a typical Nelson and Winter model of Schumpeterian competition (cf. Nelson and Winter, 1982, chs. 12-14; Winter, 1984, Andersen, 1994, ch. 4; Andersen, Jensen, Madsen and Jørgensen, 1996). The Nelson and Winter model deals with the evolution of the production techniques (and potentially other behavioural rules) of an industry with \( n \) firms that produce a common, homogeneous product under production conditions characterised by constant returns to scale. The Nelson and Winter model describes how the state of the industry in period \( t + 1 \) is found when the state of period \( t \) is given. The two states are marked by (1) and (17) in figure 6. In the simple case depicted, the state of the industry is defined by the stock of physical capital and the capital coefficient of
each of the firms of the industry. The capital coefficient is the reciprocal of the capital productivity \( A_{it} = 1/a_{it} \). Thus the maximum output of firm \( i \) in period \( t \) is \( Q_{it}^{\text{max}} = A_{it}K_{it} \). Firms produce according to a rule of full capacity utilisation.

\[
A[1,t],...,A[i,t],...,A[n,t] \\
K[1,t],...,K[i,t],...,K[n,t] \\
(1)
\]

Output of firms and thus of industry (2)

Price of the product of the industry (3)

Net profits of firms (4)

Desired markup due to market share (12)

Financial constraint of firms (15)

Actual investment (16)

\[
A[1,t+1],...,A[i,t+1],...,A[n,t+1] \\
K[1,t+1],...,K[i,t+1],...,K[n,t+1] \\
(17)
\]

\( t := t + 1 \)

Costs of innovative search in firms (5)

Innovative "draws" (6)

Innovative probabilistic results (7)

Selection of technology by firms (11)

Costs of imitative search of firms (8)

Imitative "draws" (9)

Imitative deterministic results (10)

Desired investment (14)

Actual markup over costs at \( t+1 \) (13)

\[ Q_{it}^{\text{max}} = A_{it}K_{it} \]

\[ t := t + 1 \]

**Figure 6.** The computational structure of a typical Nelson and Winter model.

There are three major steps in the (Markovian) computation of the state transformation. First, the present state is used to define a simplistic short-term economic process in the industry whereby market shares, price, and profits of firms are found (calculations 2, 3 and 4 in figure 6). Second, firms perform R&D and the outcome is determined through a mix of probabilistic and deterministic calculations (calculations 5-11). The probability of success in innovation and imitation depends on the respective search costs and the difficulty of innovation/imitation in the industry. An imitative success means that the
firm gets access to the best-practice technique in the industry (calculation 10). The outcome of an innovative success is probabilistically determined (calculation 7); it depends on the character of technical change in the industry (‘science based’ or ‘cumulative technology’). The attempts to improve productivity end with a comparison between the capital coefficients obtainable by the technique inherited from the last period and the outcomes of imitative and innovative search; the technique with the best productivity is chosen (calculation 11). If the technique is changed, it will determine capital coefficient, $A_{i,j+1}$, for the next period (disembodied technical change). Third and last, we come to the investment decision. Firms expand their capacity in relation to their profitability – partly with the help of banks (calculation 15). However, the expansion of firms with a large market share is constrained by the fact that the effect of expansion on the market price is taken into account (calculation 12-14).

It is obvious that there are no elements of a production tree in the Nelson and Winter model. However, in the Nelson and Winter (1982, chs. 4-5) theory of the firm we find a much more complex account. According to full theory, each firm is based on a large number of interdependent routines which are performed by the employees. The exposition of the theory of the firm follows that of Schumpeter: it starts from an analogue of Schumpeter’s ‘circular flow’ at the intrafirm level; then the processes of change are introduced into this setting; finally the possibility of routines for making innovations is discussed. In the Nelson and Winter model of Schumpeterian competition, all this intrafirm diversity has been reduced to a single evolving production technique and a set of fixed parameters of decision-making. An explanation for this reduction of intrafirm complexity is that the environment of the industry (markets for products, factors, and finance) is highly simplified. Extra complexity with respect to the specification of firms would just make the model more confusing. But in the present context Nelson and Winter’s verbal account for intrafirm complexity can be used as a starting point for the introduction of production trees and the emergence of interfirm division of labour.

The simplest way of formalising the Nelson and Winter theory of the firm in a way which opens up for a subsequent specialisation of firms is to consider the overall task of producing the final product on the industry as consisting of a series of $m$ subtasks which can either be done in parallel or in series like in a production tree. To simplify we assume that the different production tasks are performed by means of labour alone, or by labour assisted by intermediate products that are directly or indirectly produced by labour alone. For each task $j$ of firm $i$, it has in each period $t$ a specific production technique which is characterised by its labour productivity, $a_{ijt}$, i.e. the amount of labour needed in this task for the production of one unit of the output of this task. In other words, all employees are able to perform all intrafirm tasks at the firm level of
productivity. In the case of unitary qualities of the output of all the tasks \( b_{ijt} = 1 \) for all \( j \), the total amount of labour needed for the production of a unit of the product sold by the firm is simply the sum of the labour productivities of all the \( m \) tasks of intrafirm production.

The question is how to define the capacity constraints on firms when output is produced by means of labour alone. To keep the present model as close as possible to Nelson and Winter, it is assumed that the firms have a stock of employees that has been trained to function with respect to all the activities of the firm. This training is paid by the firm, and the costs may e.g. correspond to one year’s salary. Before the training has taken place, the newly employed workers are assumed to be unable to produce anything. An expansion of the firm’s capacity thus implies financial requirements. Another consequence of the firm’s investment in human capital is that it makes long-term contracts with its employees. All this means that the stock of employees, \( K_{ijt} \), functions like the stock of physical capital in the Nelson and Winter model. Thus, if a firm only performs a single task \( j \), its maximum output is \( Q_{ijt} = \frac{1}{a_{ijt}} K_{ijt} \).

We are now ready to study the consequences of task-specific technical change within firms. To make the analysis as simple as possible, we shall assume that all the firms of the industry are initially identical with respect to level of employment, production structure and task-specific productivities. They sell only the final product and buy no intermediate products. Furthermore, all intermediate products and the final product have unitary quality. In this case the structure of the production tree becomes irrelevant. Each firm simply have to produce one unit of each of the intermediate products to be able to produce one unit of the final product. This means that the labour productivities can be added so that \( a_{it} = \sum_{j=1}^{m} a_{ijt} = \frac{1}{A_{it}} \).

This formulation apparently shows that the vertical model has been reduced to the Nelson and Winter model. There is, however, an important difference: if (e.g. process) innovations are spread probabilistically across the \( m \) different activities of each firm, then the firms will gradually become different. One firm will have superior productivities with respect to some activities while another firm will have superior productivities with respect to other activities. This divergence is especially strong if technological change is cumulative (i.e. innovative results depend on present productivity) and if imitation is difficult (as Levin, Klevorick, Nelson and Winter, 1987, have demonstrated that it often is). In this case it becomes especially obvious that as long as interfirm division of labour between firms is not introduced, firms will concentrate their employment in a way which is exactly opposite of their comparative advantages. The reason is simple: to produce one unit of final output, it is necessary to
produce one unit of each of the intermediate products. Employment thus have to be focused on the activities in which firms have poor performance.\textsuperscript{12}

From the viewpoint of a historically given situation with constant returns to scale and with differing tasks-specific productivities of firms, the solution seems to be obvious. Overall productivity of the industrial sector will be maximised if firms are allowed to specialise fully according to their historically obtained comparative advantages. Such a specialisation also exploits the increasing returns to the application of an innovation: in the Nelson and Winter model the (probabilistic) costs of producing an innovation are fixed but there are no extra costs involved is the (smaller or larger) application of the innovation. Thus, we are apparently led to Sraffa’s (1926) conclusion about the unfeasibility of competition under the conditions of increasing returns to scale. This problem is already present in the standard Nelson and Winter model where it is mainly overcome by a rather unconvincing mechanism of imitation. In the vertical model many more firms will survive but within each task of production we will see a high degree of concentration (e.g. measured by the Herfindahl index).

To decide whether a strong industrial concentration is real problem, we need to present some details about the structural specialisation of firms in the vertical model (see figure 7). First of all, it should be pointed out that the (present form of the) vertical model differ from the Nelson and Winter model with respect to an important assumption, which is not depicted by figure 7: Nelson and Winter (1982, ch. 5) assume that firms forget routines that are not performed continually. The vertical model assumes that firms are still able to perform activities although they are not practising them because of a structural specialisation. However, it is also assumed that process and product innovation are primarily related to active tasks. This means that the productivity gap between the unchanging performance of latent tasks and the best-practice performance will at some point of time make the specialisation irreversible. If demand is diminishing, this will threaten the existence of the specialised firm.
There are two kinds of structural specialisation: output specialisation and input specialisation. Output specialisation concerns the marketed product of the firm. This output can either be the consumer product or one of the intermediate products. In any period the output specialisation is, for reasons of simplicity, considered to be complete, i.e. a firm can only produce one marketed product. In a bargaining process at the end of each period the firm can suggest a new specialisation (by posting a price). If there are sufficient orders to obtain full capacity utilisation, the new specialisation will be applied in the next period. Input specialisation of a firm means that it partly or fully substitutes one or more of its own activities with purchased intermediate goods. By considering the posted prices for intermediate goods, the firm determines whether or not to make orders. Depending on the production capacity of the suppliers, the orders rejected or accepted wholly or partially. If the order is only partially accepted, the ordering firm has to apply a part of its labour force to supplement the purchased inputs.
with in-house production. This means that input specialisation does not have to be complete.

Given these specifications of structural specialisations, it is obvious that they are not only giving advantages to firms. A successful firm that wants to exploit its innovation has to guess about the productivity conditions of its potential customers before it sets a price on its new intermediate good. If the price is set too high, there will not be sufficient orders to allow a specialisation although it may have been profitable even with a lower price. Things are easier for latecomers to the new ‘industry’ selling an intermediate product. They can use the previous market price to orient themselves, but the quantity that can be sold is strictly limited, and newcomers are assumed to get the marginal orders (although they are able to influence the market price). If we allow product innovations and ‘destructive’ structural innovations to take place (see section 3), it is still more obvious that life high up in the production trees is not at all easy: a major product innovation means that the quantity demanded for a whole subtree will immediately diminish, and a ‘destructive’ structural innovation means that a subtree will totally disappear.15

5. Types of roundaboutness in the vertical model

In the previous sections no attempts were made to give quantitative measures of the absolute and average height of production trees. In the stylised examples of sections 2-3 such measures were not immediately necessary. But as soon as production trees becomes slightly more complex, measurement becomes crucial to the development of the whole vertical approach. For instance, two production tree of height 20 might be quite different: the first could consist of a single chain of 20 nodes while the other could be a full binary tree with more than a million nodes. A small excursus into the history of economic analysis demonstrates that we are facing a serious measurement problems that is reflected in the confusion around the concept of roundaboutness. Actually, we have at least four different concepts of roundaboutness that for convenience can be related to great economists: Böhm-Bawerkian roundaboutness, Schumpeterian roundaboutness, Smithian roundaboutness and Youngian roundaboutness.

According to Böhm-Bawerk (192116), a method of production is roundabout if, in addition to labour and land, it uses intermediate goods and/or the services of capital goods.17 Böhm-Bawerk considers roundabout (‘capitalistic’) methods to be more productive than simple methods. But his initial definition is so broad that practically all methods of modern production are roundabout. To develop a more powerful concept, Böhm-Bawerk starts by pointing out that some methods are more roundabout than others. Then he develops methods for measuring the degree of roundaboutness.18 Finally he proposes that productivity is a positive function of the roundaboutness of
production. With this proposition he turns not only to the theory of capital and interest but also to a (sketchy) theory of growth and development.

In the analysis we shall assume that statistics have been collected concerning the production trees like the ones depicted in figures 1-5. The production of such statistics is a near-impossible task because of limitations in the internal accounting of firms and because of their unwillingness to reveal the data they actually have. But statistics can easily be provided from the ‘artificial economic systems’ created by computer simulation models in the Nelson and Winter tradition of evolutionary economics. In both cases we shall assume that \( n \) firms perform one or more of \( m \) activities. The statistics collected concern the applied labour hours \( L_{ijt} \), for each period \( t \), each firm \( i \) and each activity \( j \). These data are, of course, only fully reflecting the conditions of a model of a pure labour economy. However, they can be used for calculating rough indices for more complex models and for real economies.

Böhm-Bawerk’s concept of (technical) roundaboutness is developed in relation to the ‘Austrian’ ordering of goods according to their closeness to final consumption. The first order of goods are consumption goods, the second order of goods are used in the production of consumption goods, the third order of goods are used in the production of secondary goods, and so on. Böhm-Bawerk relates the orders of goods to their time distance from final consumption. His first class of goods is available for consumption after one period, the second class is available after two periods, etc. These classes give the background for his definition of the degree of roundaboutness of methods of producing final goods:

To calculate Böhm-Bawerkian roundaboutness, we need to measure the time distance between an economic activity and final production. For simplicity, we shall simply assume that each level in the production trees of figures 1-5 has a distance of 1 to the next level. To find the labour hours engaged at level \( k \), \( L_{kt} \), we simply add the labour engaged in all the activities at this level. Given these data, we can find the degree of roundaboutness. But it is probably more correct to use dated statistics in calculating Böhm-Bawerk’s ‘average period of production’ for period \( t = 0 \). To do so we need to calculate level 1 at time \( t = -1 \), level \( k \) at time \( t = -k \), etc.:

\[
R^B_t = \sum_{r=-1}^{\infty} tL_r - \sum_{r=-1}^{\infty} L_r.
\]

Böhm-Bawerk tried to develop his model of capital, interest and growth on the causal relationship between an increasing degree of roundaboutness and overall labour productivity. To Schumpeter increased labour productivity was based on innovation which involved another kind of roundaboutness. To implement an innovation, entrepreneurs have to make investments in advance. If we calculate the labour hours
used in each period before the launch of the innovation at \( t = 0 \), we have one of the possible Schumpeterian indices of roundaboutness – the average period of innovative activity:

\[
R^S_t = - \sum_{t=-\infty}^{0} t \cdot L^\text{inno}_t / \sum_{t=-\infty}^{0} L^\text{inno}_t .
\]

In Adam Smith’s theory of the economic role of the technical division of labour, it is not (primarily) time but the number of specialised tasks that matter. This theory does not distinguish explicitly between horizontal and vertical division of labour. However, if we are interested in the vertical aspect of Smith’s argument, we can calculate ‘Smithian’ roundaboutness (which is clearly present in his case of pin manufacturing):

\[
R^\text{AS}_t = \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} k L^k_t / \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} L^k_t ,
\]

where \( k \) is the level in the production tree.

Young (1928) has emphasised roundaboutness in terms of the vertical and economic division of labour between firms: ‘the principal economies which manifest themselves in increasing returns are the economies of capitalistic or roundabout methods of production. ... [C]ertain roundabout methods are fairly sure to become feasible and economical when their advantages can spread over the output of the whole industry. These potential economies, then, are segregated and achieved by the operations of specialised undertakings which, taken together, constitute a new industry.’ This calls for a Youngian index of roundaboutness which is the same as the Smithian roundaboutness except that \( k \) is now measuring single-product firms with equal distance to final consumption.

\[
R^Y_t = \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} k L^k_t / \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} L^k_t ,
\]

Of the different measures of roundaboutness it is the Smithian and Youngian indices that are closest to the logic of the vertical model. Both technical and economic roundaboutness are important characteristics of the division of labour within an ‘Austrian’ sector of production. Their difference may point to unexploited static and dynamic possibilities of specialisation. The Youngian index may itself help to reformulate the Stigler hypothesis about the relationship between the growth of the final market and the vertical disintegration and integration of the sector (see section 2). According to Stigler we expect an increasing Youngian roundaboutness in connection with a rapid exogenous growth of the consumption good market. The vertical model makes us expect the same except in the case where a few firms are already dominating the sector. In the latter case, the only chance of a firm to expand may be through vertical integration.
The Böhm-Bawerkian and Schumpeterian concepts of the time structure of production and innovation are much more difficult to implement. But there are some possibilities. As mentioned in section 4, the vertical model’s time lags emerge only in interfirm deliveries, and thus Böhm-Bawerkian roundaboutness is related to economic rather than technical division of labour (probably against the viewpoint of Böhm-Bawerk). To explore the notion of Schumpeterian roundaboutness, we need further rethinking of the original ideas. The problem is that the effects of an innovation can always be felt in the next period. To make a more interesting measure, we could take the distance from the innovation and the emergence of a productive capacity sufficient to supply potential demand. This distance will be short if the innovative firm has already a sufficient capacity and long if the innovation is performed by a relatively small firm.

6. Conclusions

The paper has explored the concept of production trees both informally and more formally. It has shown that many descriptive accounts for production-tree-like structures that can be found in the literature on industrial organisation and general economics can be formalised in the terms of graph theory and the related algorithms of computer science. Through this formalisation it becomes possible to handle process and product innovation in relation to a given production tree as well as the structural transformation of production trees. These results have been applied in the development of a Nelson and Winter like model that emphasise the open-ended and roundabout character of industrial production and economic specialisation. This vertical model has helped to demonstrate how the effects of innovation can be spread throughout an industrial sector. At the same time it has suggested serious coordination problems – especially for upstream firms.

The vertical model is in several ways complementary to model of horizontal Schumpeterian competition developed by Nelson and Winter, although the differences should not be underestimated. Let us start with the differences, the most important of which is probably that the building of the vertical model has strongly suggested that firms are sometimes in possession of latent alternatives to their present-day specialisation, a possibility that is excluded by assumption in the standard Nelson and Winter model. Another difference is that the vertical model puts much less emphasis on imitation than the Nelson and Winter model; actually imitation can be omitted altogether. The similarities are, however, more important as suggested by figures 6-7. This is most clearly shown by the fact that the Nelson and Winter model has been crucial in the development of the vertical model. But the reformulations point beyond the narrowly defined paradigm defined by the Nelson and Winter model.
The existence of a well-developed vertical division of labour is not an automatic outcome of the evolutionary process. It depends on the introduction of different stabilisers which make it upstream specialisation profitable. At the same time the system must delimit transaction costs so that the beneficial effects of vertical disintegration can be obtained. These and related issues demonstrate that the apparently simple revision of the Nelson and Winter model suggests new tasks for the study of an industrial dynamics. In the standard model the firms compete about exactly the same ‘niche’. In order to understand the long-term coexistence of radically different types of economic behaviour, we have to transcend this limited model of Schumpeterian competition. The introduction of a number of different productive tasks that can be innovated individually creates a multi-dimensional system of competition, which allows the survival of a larger number of behavioural variants. The reason is that firms can specialise: when a firm has made an innovation with respect to one of its tasks, it decides whether or not to specialise in pursuing this task. If it does so, it exploits the innovation on a larger scale. However, it has a problem of creating a market for the intermediate product which is the output of its innovated task.

The importance of the vertical model is not least based on the fact that it combines the classical approach to the division of labour with the Schumpeterian notion of discontinuous innovation. The model demonstrates how specialisation and innovation are closely connected. At the micro-level vertical specialisation is a way in which a previously unspecialised firm can often increase the returns from its innovation. At a more aggregate level specialisation can be demonstrated to be a way of increasing the speed of the diffusion of the innovation. But the most interesting result of the repeated process of specialisation is the emergence of a complex inter-industrial system with new ‘species’ or ‘industries’. This issue of the non-incremental emergence of industrial species is closely related to Schumpeter’s vision of evolution.

Notes

1 The paper presents a modelling framework that has gradually emerged through the author’s work at the Department of Business Studies, Aalborg University, partly in discussions with Bengt-Åke Lundvall and Jørgen Østergaard. Other helpful hints have been given by Christian DeBresson, Morris Teubal and Ulrich Witt. The emerging framework has been presented in a series of papers, see Andersen (1995, 1996, forthcoming-a, forthcoming-b, forthcoming-c) and Andersen and Lundvall (1996). Anne K. Jensen has assisted with the reconstruction of Nelson and Winter models and with the development of preliminary simulation models in relation to the framework. The further development of simulation models in relation to the framework will take place within the Danish Research Unit for Industrial Dynamics (DRUID).

2 The Nelson and Winter model has been summarised and reconstructed by Andersen (1994, ch. 4) and Andersen, Jensen, Madsen and Jørgensen (1996).

3 See the survey by Nelson (1995).

4 See the survey by Silverberg and Verspagen (1995) as well as Nelson (1995, 67-72)
Schumpeter (1934, 159) points out: ‘I am concerned with the truth and not with the originality of my theory. In particular I willingly base it upon that of Böhm-Bawerk as much as possible – however decidedly the latter has declined all communion. ... If Böhm-Bawerk had kept strictly to his own expression ‘adoption of roundabout methods of production’ and if he had followed the indication that it contains, this would have been an entrepreneurial act – one of the many subordinate cases of my concept of carrying out new combinations. He did not do this; and I believe it can be shown with the help of his own analysis that no net income would flow from the mere repetition of roundabout methods of production which have already been carried out and incorporated in the circular flow.’ Instead Schumpeter’s theory could give meaning to Böhm-Bawerk’s idea of a positive interest on capital. (Schumpeter’s sketchy ideas of roundaboutness is shortly dealt with in section 5.)

Other examples from forest production is found in Andersen (forthcoming-c) where there is also a sketch of relationship of the present framework to the evolution of Marshall’s (1949, 222-231) industrial districts. Some relations to Adam Smith (1976) theory of the division of labour are sketched in Andersen (forthcoming-b) and Andersen and Lundvall (1996).

See Böhm-Bawerk (1921, 115 f.).

A decomposition will reveal that some of the activities are interdependent so that the graph will become a network instead of a tree. This problem is ignored in the present paper.

A discussion on the programming of production trees is found in Andersen (1996). The present account draws on several sources including Knuth (1973) and Roberts (1976), and, more indirectly, Palmer (1985), and Kauffman (1993).

In mathematics and computer science texts trees are normally depicted upside down, and the directions thus have to be reversed.

In the present paper no attempt is made to include the results of evolutionary modelling in the Nelson and Winter tradition. Further work may include some of the results of e.g. Winter (1984), Silverberg, Dosi, and Orsenigo (1988), Kwasnicki (1992), Chiaromonte and Dosi (1993), Dopfer (1994), Silverberg and Verspagen (1994).

There are many ways of overcoming the problem of counter-productive specialisation. One possibility is to create ‘technology centres’ and other forms of interfirm clearing-houses for the exchange of innovations which individually are of minor importance to the innovators but which as a whole is of major importance to (nationally located) industrial sectors, cf. Galli and Teubal (1996).

And because customers tend to reject to buy from firms that are both their suppliers and their competitors.

No bargaining takes place in the market for the consumption good (called product 1). This market is modelled in the same simplistic way as in the Nelson and Winter model. Consumers as a whole have in each period decided to spend a fixed amount of money on product 1. This aggregate amount is called \( D_{1t} \). Given a supply of \( Q_{1t} \), we have a market-clearing price: \( P_{1t} = D_{1t}/Q_{1t} \). To give room for an increasing roundaboutness, total revenue may increase through time in a logistic manner. The background may e.g. be that here has been an exogenous product innovation with respect to the consumption good before the start of the logistic curve.

The description and analysis of the vertical model will later be supplemented by a report of results of simple computer simulations. This study takes place within the framework of the Danish Research Unit for Industrial Dynamics (DRUID).

References are made to the last German edition. Böhm-Bawerk (1891) is the English translation of the first (1889) edition. English speaking readers should be aware that although the basic arguments are upheld in the revised version of the book ‘this edition is a new book: only a few sections are left entirely unrevised, nearly all of them have been expanded, and there are a number of important additions.’ (Schumpeter, 1951, 155)
17 It is in accordance with Böhm-Bawerk’s approach that capital goods has not been taken into account in the present paper.

18 Böhm-Bawerk’s theory of roundaboutness has been the subject of extensive controversies not least because his suggestions of measurement methods ‘involve astonishing terminological and conceptual confusions’ and because his terms have been used ‘in a bewildering variety of senses’ (Blaug, 1968, 517).

19 Both \( n \) and \( m \) may vary over time.
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